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Abstract: The wear characteristics of SUS304 and SUS316 stainless steels were evaluated at the
rotation speeds of 100 m/s, 200 m/s, and 300 m/s under dry and wet conditions. The transition of
friction-induced martensite occurred in wear-affected regions of two materials, regardless of the wear
test conditions. The specific wear rates (Ws) of both stainless steels increase with increasing rotation
speeds, regardless of the circumstances. Moreover, Ws of SUS304 and SUS316, obtained under dry
conditions, is significantly higher than that of SUS304 and SUS316 obtained under wet conditions,
respectively. This is because that the water film on the wet ring can act as a liquid lubricant between
the ring and the block during the tests. After the wear tests, the hardness changes of both SUS304 and
SUS316 are much higher under dry conditions, compared to those under wet conditions.
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1. Introduction

The austenitic stainless steel is widely used all over the world because of its mechanical properties
such as high ductility, high heat resistance, and excellent corrosion resistance. However, the austenitic
stainless steels are notorious for their poor friction and wear characteristics, despite of excellent
corrosion resistance [1]. Particularly, the severe metallic wear could occur when in contact with other
iron-based materials, demonstrating high metallurgical compatibility. For example, austenitic stainless
steel tends to adhere onto common tool materials during the work processes, such as sliding, drilling,
and cutting. This usually results in the degradation of surface quality and the acceleration of adhesive
wear during the processes [2]. This is because metallurgically compatible metals have a substantial
solubility of atoms of one of the metals in the lattice of the other. Consequently, they are frictionally
incompatible, and frictionally incompatible metals show severe wear with strong adhesion [3].

Therefore, most of the machining operations on stainless steel alloys are carried out with
water-based fluid due to the poor machinability [4]. Consequently, the wear tests have been conducted
using stainless steel alloys under dry and water-lubricated conditions [4–6] because the wear tests are
simple and the test conditions could be easily controlled, in comparison with real machining tests [6].
In this study, SUS304 (JIS) and SUS316 (JIS) were investigated as two representative austenitic stainless
steels, and the wear characteristics of these alloys were evaluated under both dry and wet conditions
in simulated lubricated and unlubricated contacts, respectively. Water was used in wet condition to
obtain basic information of wear behavior in a water-lubricated condition.

Moreover, not only contact surfaces but also subsurface layers may be largely changed under the
severe wear, leading to the changes in mechanical properties of these two alloys. Therefore, it is also
necessary to investigate the microstructural evolution of subsurface layers and widen the range of
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application of the stainless steels [7]. In the subsurface layers of theses alloys, the transformation of
γ-fcc to ε-hcp and α’-bcc phases can be generated owing to the friction stress, which is friction-induced
martensitic transformation [8–10]. It should be noted that a martensitic structure could deteriorate
corrosion resistance, leading to the stress corrosion cracking, although it may improve the surface
hardness of materials.

A better understanding of the mechanism on a metallurgical basis, involved in the subsurface
layer and lubricant effects, is required to improve their wear resistance because not much
investigation, including the interpretation of wear behaviors on a metallurgical basis, has been reported.
These investigations are considered to allow the effective forming and improve the life cycle of the
parts in the industry.

2. Experimental Procedure

2.1. Materials

Two stainless steel rods (10 mm in diameter) made of SUS304 (Fe: bal., Cr: 20.3, Ni: 8.4, S: 0.2,
Mn: 1.3, and Si: 0.3 mass%) and SUS316 (Fe: bal., Mo: 2.2, Cr: 17.7, Ni: 10.0, S: 0.2, Mn: 1.6,
and Si: 0.5 mass%) were used as test blocks for the wear tests. Two different blocks were subjected to a
solution treatment at 1373 K for 1 h followed by water quenching. In this study, a test ring (150 mm
in diameter and 15 mm in width) made of high speed steel (HSS, Fe: bal., V: 3.1, W: 1.1, Cr: 3.0,
Mo: 3.1, Mn: 0.5, Si: 1.1, and C: 1.5 mass%) was used as a counter material, which is often used in work
processes such as drilling and cutting austenitic stainless steels [11–13].

In addition, the hardness of SUS304 and SUS316 test blocks was measured using a Vickers
hardness tester (MVK-C, Akashi Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) before and after the wear tests. The contact
surfaces before the wear tests and longitudinal cross-sections after the wear tests were wet polished
and buff polished using an Al2O3 powder and a colloidal SiO2 solution. Then, the hardness of the
contact surfaces and longitudinal cross-sections were measured at loads of 9.8 and 0.245 N, respectively.
The hardness of all surfaces was measured for a holding time of 15 s and nine different points were
measured for each block. The highest and lowest values were discarded, and the hardness of each
block was determined using the average of the remaining seven values.

2.2. Block-on-Ring Wear Test

The block-on-ring wear-testing machine was used in this study. The wear tests were carried out at
room temperature with a load of 7.3 N under dry and wet conditions. The bottom of the ring was
submerged to soak the surface of the ring under wet conditions. Under both dry and wet conditions,
each test was also carried out for 5 h at three different sliding speeds controlled by the HSS (C: 1.46,
Si: 1.08, Mn: 0.49, P: 0.02, S: 0.01, Ni: 0.10, Cr: 3.02, Mo: 3.09, W: 1.11, V: 3.09, and Fe: bal. mass%)
ring with rotation speeds of 100, 200, and 300 rpm. All tests were performed three times under each
condition. The weights of each block were W1 and W2 before and after the wear test. The wear weight
loss (Wloss) was calculated in g using the following equation:

Wloss = W2 −W1, (1)

Wloss was converted into the volume loss (Vloss) in mm3, by the following equation:

Vloss =
Wloss

Dalloy
, (2)

Dalloy is the density of each alloy calculated using molecular weights. The screws were machined at
the test blocks to be driven into the test rod in this study, which makes calculation of the volume of the
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blocks difficult. Therefore, Dalloy was calculated using molecular weights in order to obtain precise
density. Finally, the specific wear rate (Ws) was obtained from the following equation:

Ws =
Vloss

FnL
, (3)

where Fn is the normal load (N) and L is the sliding distance (m).
The wear debris captured after the wear tests were examined to understand the wear behaviors

and mechanisms using a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) combined with energy-dispersive
spectroscopy (EDS). The wear mechanisms were also investigated by a morphological analysis of the
wear tracks. In addition, some of the test blocks were sectioned parallel to the wear track (sliding
direction) to observe the subsurface layer using a SEM-based electron back-scattered diffraction (EBSD)
analysis. Then, the orientation data from the EBSD were analyzed using an Orientation Imaging
Microscopy (OIMTM) analysis software (version 7.2, EDAX Inc., Mahwah, NJ, USA).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Microstructures and Wear Characteristics

Figure 1 shows the phase maps obtained using EBSD analysis of test blocks before the wear tests.
Both materials consist of single γ-austenite phase in phase maps. The hardness values (mean ± SD) of
test blocks before the wear tests are 150 ± 3.0 Hv and 153 ± 4.6 Hv for SUS304 and SUS316, respectively.
On the other hand, the hardness of HSS (689 Hv) is significantly higher than any of the test blocks,
while the hardness of the test blocks was almost the same value.
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Figure 1. Electron back-scattered diffraction (EBSD) analysis of test blocks before wear test: inverse
pole figure (IPF) maps of (a) SUS304 and (b) SUS316 and corresponding phase maps (PM) of (c) SUS304
and (d) SUS316.

Ws of the blocks, under dry and wet conditions, are represented in Figure 2. Ws of both materials
increases with increasing rotation speeds, regardless of the circumstances. Moreover, Ws of SUS304
and SUS316 obtained from the tests under dry conditions, is significantly higher than that of SUS304
and SUS316 obtained from the tests under wet conditions, respectively. This is because that the water
film on the wet ring can act as a liquid lubricant between the ring and the block during the tests.
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Figure 2. Ws of test blocks against HSS rings obtained from wear tests under dry and wet conditions.

Furthermore, the increases of Ws under wet conditions between 200 and 300 rpm are lower than
those under dry conditions, regardless of the block materials. There is particularly no sharp difference
of Ws between 200 and 300 rpm for SUS304 tested under wet conditions. This indicates that the effects
of the water films, as a liquid lubricant, increase in more severe sliding conditions.

Figure 3 shows the wear tracks generated on the worn surfaces of SUS304 blocks resulted from
the tests under dry and wet conditions. It is observed that the plastic deformation of the wear tracks
becomes more severe with increasing rotation speed, regardless of the circumstances. The severe
plastic deformation with smeared surfaces occurs owing to the strong adhesion between the ring
and the blocks during the tests. Therefore, a severe surface traction is exerted towards the direction
of the ring rotation by normal and tangential loads at the actual area of asperity contact (Ar) [14].
Consequently, the wear track generated at 300 rpm shows the most severe plastic deformation because
the tangential load increases with increasing rotation speed due to the strong adhesion. Furthermore,
the wear track (Figure 3c) also shows delamination, which indicates delamination wear. The strong
adhesion is a prerequisite for the delamination. Therefore, it is considered that the delamination occurs
owing to the strong adhesion at the metal-to-metal contacts between the ring and block, leading to the
strong plastic shear deformation in the subsurface of the block [14–16].
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Figure 3. SEM micrographs of wear tracks on SUS304 blocks at rotation speeds of (a) 100 rpm and
(b) 300 rpm, obtained from wear tests under dry conditions, and rotation speeds of (c) 100 rpm and
(d) 300 rpm, obtained from wear tests under wet conditions.

As shown in Figure 3d–f, the wear tracks of SUS304 blocks are partially characterized by a small
extent of deformation and the uniform grooves, which indicates the abrasive wear. These wear tracks,
formed under wet conditions, show a significantly smaller extent of surface deformation than those
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formed under dry conditions. This is because that the water film can act as a liquid lubricant between
the ring and block, as mentioned above. Consequently, the plastic deformation significantly reduces
under wet conditions since the water lubricant film reduces metal-to-metal contacts, leading to decrease
in adhesion.

The frictional coefficient also increase when the wear test is conducted under dry conditions,
as compared to under wet conditions [17–19]. In a fluid-lubricated system, the ratio between the
thickness of the lubricant film and the asperity height of the surfaces (λ) determines the lubricant
effects [20,21]. When the water film on the ring acts as a liquid lubricant during sliding, the thickness
of the water films can be larger than the asperity height, in this study. When λ is above approximately
1 for metals, then the asperities on the opposing surfaces do not come into contact with one another
and the Ws will be reduced. This is because Ws depends on Ar that is, the total sizes of the asperity
junctions. It should be noted that Ar is one of the most important factors for determining the extent
of the delamination wear because the average size of each delaminated debris can be assumed to be
proportional to Ar.

On the other hand, Figure 4 represents the wear tracks generated on the SUS316 blocks under
dry and wet conditions. The wear tracks of SUS316 also show larger plastic deformation under dry
conditions, compared to wet conditions, which is similar to the findings of SUS304. Moreover, the wear
tracks tested under dry conditions become more severe with increasing rotation speed. The wear tracks
tested under wet conditions have a large number of regular grooves and micro-cutting, which are
generally observed in mild abrasive wear. This is similar to Ws of SUS316 tested under wet conditions,
which shows the lowest values, regardless of rotation speeds.
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(b) 300 rpm, obtained from wear tests under dry conditions, and rotation speeds of (c) 100 rpm and
(d) 300 rpm, obtained from wear tests under wet conditions.

The morphological analysis of the wear debris collected from SUS304 and SUS316, tested at a
rotation speed of 300 rpm, is shown in Figure 5. Three different debris were observed: very fine
debris, plate-like debris, and blocky debris. Particularly, a large amount of the plate-like debris
(Figure 5a–d), indicating the delamination wear [22–24], were generated. The sizes of the plate
like-debris (delaminated debris) are strong evidence to speculate the extent of plastic shear deformation
accumulated in subsurface layers. The sizes of the plate-like debris are larger under dry conditions
(10.5 µm) than under wet conditions, as shown in Figure 5. In the theory of delamination, first proposed
by Suh [22] and successively discussed by numerous authors [25,26], the contacting asperities experience
an incremental plastic deformation during sliding, which accumulates during repeated contacts. At a
critical level of accumulated strain, the subsurface cracks are nucleated below the wear track. When the
crack becomes sufficiently large, it fractures to yield large plate-like debris. According to the results,
both SUS304 and SUS316 blocks have more severe delamination wear under dry conditions, compared
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to wet conditions. The EDS analysis was also carried out to analyze the wear debris, as represented in
Figure 5e,f. Strong peaks of chrome and nickel are detected, which indicates that they are from the test
blocks rather than from the ring.
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SEM micrographs of plate-like debris from SUS304 obtained under (a) dry and (b) wet conditions,
SUS316 under (c) dry and (d) wet conditions, and EDS patterns for (e) point A and (f) point B.

3.2. Hardness Evolution of Subsurface

The hardness as a function of distance from the surface is shown in Figure 6. For SUS304 and
SUS316, the hardness respectively decreases to the bulk layer over around 170 µm and 100 µm in depth
and then becomes constant in the steady state region under dry and wet conditions. On the other
hand, the surface is hardened up to 500 Hv for SUS304 and up to 450 Hv for SUS316, from the origin
surface at 300 rpm under dry conditions. Based on the results, the wear-affected region becomes hard
by severe plastic flow, which results from the normal and tangential loads transmitting through the
contact points. Moreover, the hardness changes of both materials are significantly higher at the same
rotation speed under dry conditions, compared to that under wet conditions. This is also because that
water lubricant film leads to the reduction of both Ar and adhesion during the wear tests.
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The hardness changes of SUS304 and SUS316 increase with increasing rotation speed and the
results shows larger increases under dry conditions, as shown in Figure 6a. It can be also explained
by the plastic shear deformation at the subsurface layer that increases with increasing rotation speed,
which leads to high strain-hardening rates in subsurface. Particularly, larger increases are observed
under dry conditions, regardless of rotation speed, since transmitted tangential loads significantly
increase via strong adhesion. On the other hand, the hardness changes of SUS304 and SUS316 are not
so large under wet conditions, although the hardness also increases with increasing rotation speed.
This is because that the effects of the rotation speeds on subsurface layers are smaller under wet
conditions, owing to the smaller adhesion and strain hardening.

3.3. Phase Transformation Behavior

EBSD analysis was carried out to investigate the evolution of subsurface layer of the blocks.
SUS304 consists of single γ phase before the wear tests (Figure 1). Both ε and α’ phases are observed
below the worn surfaces of the blocks tested under any circumstances. It is believed that the friction
stress at the contact surface generate the transformation of γ to ε/α’ martensite, which is friction-induced
martensite (FIM).

Figure 7 shows that the amount of martensite slightly increases with increasing rotation speed.
The strong adhesion, leading to a high frictional coefficient, can cause high transmitted loads.
Consequently, strain accumulation is accelerated with severe subsurface deformation in the blocks.
Thus, the amount of generated martensite increases with increasing rotation speed. Particularly, the
contacting surfaces, which consist of same chemical composition, demonstrate high metallurgical
compatibility [2]. Most of the strong adhesion is considered to come from this high metallurgical
compatibility as aforementioned above. In conclusion, it is believed that increase in amount of
martensitic layer results from their same main chemical composition (Fe).Metals 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 10 
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Figure 7. EBSD analysis of cross-sectioned SUS304 blocks after wear tests: phase maps (PM) of blocks
at rotation speeds of (a) 100, (b) 200, and (c) 300 rpm obtained from tests under dry conditions and
rotation speeds of (d) 100, (e) 200, and (f) 300 rpm obtained from tests under wet conditions.

Figure 8 shows depths of martensite layers from worn surfaces as a function of rotation speeds
after the wear tests. The depths of martensite layers in both SUS304 and SUS316 is significantly
large under dry conditions, compared to wet conditions. Moreover, there is no sharp difference
between SUS304 and SUS316 under the same circumstances, except a difference of 100 rpm under dry
conditions. High stacking fault energy (SFE) is related to high austenite stability, retarding nucleation
of martensite [27]. Moreover, the SFE value of austenitic stainless steels increases with increasing
molybdenum content. Consequently, the existence of molybdenum in SUS316 could retard FIM
transformation at a low rotation speed of 100 rpm. At 200 rpm and 300 rpm under dry conditions,
it is believed that the amount of delaminated surfaces is too large to present the effects of Mo, owing to
the severe wear.
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Figure 8. Depth distribution of martensitic transformations as a function of rotation speeds for SUS304
and SUS316 blocks under dry and wet conditions.

As aforementioned above, stainless steel alloys can suffer the severe metallic wear, such as
delamination wear, when in contact with other metals. In particular, when the counter material consists
of a high ratio of Fe, strong adhesion occurs, leading to strong subsurface shear deformation with
martensitic transformation. A martensitic structure could deteriorate corrosion resistance, which leads
to the stress corrosion cracking. Therefore, various water-based liquid lubricants are often used in the
work processes, drilling and cutting austenitic stainless steels. The wear characteristics, adhesion of
contacting surfaces, and subsurface deformations under different contact conditions could provide
basic understanding for the work process.

4. Summary

The wear characteristics of two different stainless steels were evaluated under dry and wet
conditions. Among the key findings are the following:

1. Ws of two materials increases with increasing rotation speeds, regardless of the circumstances.
Ws of SUS304 and SUS316 obtained from the tests under dry conditions is higher than that of
SUS304 and SUS316 obtained from the tests under wet conditions, respectively. This is because
the water film on the wet ring can act as a liquid lubricant.

2. The plastic deformation of the wear tracks becomes more severe with increasing rotation speed,
regardless of the circumstances. The severe plastic deformation resluts from the strong adhesion
between the ring and the blocks. Moreover, the wear tracks, formed under wet conditions, show
a significantly smaller extent of surface deformation than those formed under dry conditions.

3. A large amount of the plate-like debris is observed after the wear tests. According to the
results, both materials have more severe delamination wear under dry conditions, compared to
wet conditions.

4. In both materials, the hardness decreases to the bulk layer under dry and wet conditions,
respectively. The hardness changes of two materials are higher at the same rotation speed under
dry conditions, compared to those under wet conditions. This is because the water lubricant film
leads to the reduction of Ar and adhesion.

The thicknesses of martensitic structures are larger in SUS304 at low rotation speed under dry
condition. It is considered that high SFE, resulting from the existence of molybdenum, could retard
FIM transformation for SUS316.
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